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(pigweed), had similar characteristics:
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4 higher
did not exhibit photorespiration and had
photosynthesis:transpiration ratios and lower
stomatal conductances than C leaves. C and C
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this paper has been cited

much higher than that of the many cotton
leaves we had just measured. We immediately prepared leaf sections for microscopic
observation and saw that this weed amaranth possessed “Kranz anatomy” (i.e.,
leaves with two types of chloroplast-containing cells: vascular
bundle sheath and meso23
phyll cells). - This was the first dicotyledonous species found to possess the Kranz anatomy and photosynthetic rates similar to
those of the efficient C tropical grasses
4 sugarcane.
such as maize, sorghum, and
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of California, Davis, we found that another
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zero CO compensation point This amaand
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ranth had been cultivated for food by the
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Aztecs and Incas before the time of Cortez.
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US Department of Agriculture
plant has recently received the attention of4
Department of Agronomy
agricultural research and development
University of Illinois
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agencies as a potential food crop.
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Although numerous papers and reviews
May 18, 1986 concerning the photosynthetic C !C phe4 3 I beAfter obtaining a master’s degree in ge- nomenon have been Citation Classics,
netics and plant breeding from Louisiana
lieve that this paper has been cited mostly
State University, Baton Rouge, I (ME-S) because of: (1) the significance of the discovmoved to the University of Arizona, where I
ery of the many aspects of the C :C phe3
had the good fortune to work under the su- nomenon in plant science; (2) the 4compariperv,sion of John Hesketh, also a newcomer
son of transpiration and leaf conductances
to Tucson. Our research formed a part of an
between C and C plants; and (3) the link
4
3
extensive laboratory and field effort to elu- between leaf
l(ranz anatomical features and
cidate factors limiting photosynthesis 1and
C photosynthetic behavior.
4Currently, I am working with my coldry matter production among species. In
the summer of 1964, while we were measur- leagues at CIAT on another under-reing CO exchange rates of field-grown cot- searched tropical crop, cassava (Manihot estons at 2the Campbell Avenue Farm, a seren- cu!enta). Once again, leaf anatomy plays a
dipitous observation was made. A leaf of significant role in the
6 7 response of the plant
weed amaranth that was growing in the cot- to the environment . Hesketh is contributton plots was inserted into the leaf chamber. ing significantly to the new field of crop
Its photosynthetic CO exchange rate was
modeling.
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